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ABSTRACT

A theory of the direct creation of excitonic molecule (biexciton) by direct twi>-pho:on
absorption in semiconductor quantum well structures is developed. Analytical expression of the
biexciton two-photon absorption coefficient is given for both photon polarizations. Excitonic- ,
interband-two-photon and exciton one-photon processes in Quantum Wells (QW) have also been
investigated. The analytical forms and numerical values of the momentum matrix elements in-
volved in each process are provided. The biexciton matrix element has been calculated adopting
a six-parameter variational wave function. A numerical estimation for GaAs QW shows that the
biexciton two photon absorption (BTPA) process dominates the other processes by different orders
of magnitude. This enhancement essentially comes from the resonance effect and the structure of
the matrix elements included in each process. Furthermore, the (BTPA) process in QW for both
polarizations is enhanced over its bulk value by about 4 and 5 orders of magnitude respectively.
This i-crease is interpreted as due to the spatial confinement of the QW.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In bulk semiconductors it has been shown that excitons may interact to produce biexci-
tons l . Two-photon absorption spectroscopy gives a powerful method for the direct creation of the
excitonic molecules by exciting two electrons from the ground state, via an intermediate exciton
state (energy j j e l ) , with the simultaneous absorption of two photons. In ihe particular case of three
dimensional CuCl2, it is found that the BTPA coefficient, a^ibiex), is 3 orders of magnitude
bigger than the TPA coefficient for interband transition process. Moreover, for the incident laser
densities, N, of the order of 1015 cm"3 a^ (biex) becomes comparable with the exciton one-
photon absorption coefficient, c / ' ' (e x). The main contribtuion of this biexcitonic enhancement is
found to arise from the resonance effect (hu ~ Etx - j E%), E^B is the biexciton binding energy
and h u is the photon energy) rather than from both resonance effect and giant oscillator strength
as mentioned by Hanamura 3. In bulk indirect gap semiconductor such as Si a direct formation of
biexciton states by phonon-assisted TPA is theoretically studied 4. The results of Ref.4 were the
following: a^ ( t i ex ) is larger than both a(

B
2> (band) and a(2)(ex) by 4 and 5 orders of magnitudes

respectively. On the other hand a^'(6iex) was smaller than both aO)(ex) anda ( ! ) (band) by one
and two orders of magnitude respectively.

In bulk GaAs the calculated binding energy for excitons in a biexciton is rather small in
which the radiative life time is much shorther than in Si, consequently the biexciton states are not
seen. As a result in order to observe biexcitonic effects in GaAs it is necessary to work with QWs,
since in two dimensions the binding energy of the excitonic molecule is increased over the bulk by
about an order of m agnitude 5 '6.

The first experimental evidence of biexciton luminescence has been reported by Miller
et al.s in GaAs multiple QW. The photoluminescence measured at 5K revealed a double peak
whose splitting of about 1 meV decreases with increasing GaAs well width, d. The higher-energy
peak was attributed to IS heavy hole (hh) free exciton transition while the lower-energy peak,
based on the excitation intensity, temperature, and polarization dependences was due to biexciton
with Eb

g ~ 1 meV. Further theoretical variational calculations of Eb
B by Kleinman6 supported the

biexciton interpretation of Miller et at.s. This calculation has shown that the two dimensional Eg in
GaAs QW is about an order of magnitude bigger than in bulk GaAs. A doublet emission having an
energy separation of ~ 1.25 meV has been shown by Charbonneau ttai? in the photoluminescence
spectra in single GaAs QW samples. A similar doublet was observed in a sample for which the
interupted growth technique was used. The authors of Ref.7 have shown that care must be taken
in the assignment of the low-energy component of the doublet. They concluded that the low-
energy peak may be due either to the biexciton or an impurity bound exciton (or both) depending
on the growth technique and quality of the QWs and also on the excitation conditions. Evidence
of direct biexciton formation in luminescence as well as of a two-step transition process (optical
conversion of exciton into biexciton) is shown by Cingolani era/.8 by means of a continuous-wave
excitation in GaAs QW. Their result shows two emission bands at 10K the IS E,x(hh) band and
a new band at the lower energy side appearing about 2 meV below the £ t J ( M ) interpreted as
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due to biexciton transition. Recently, Phillips el at9 have shown that the biexciton density at a
given optical injection rate is much enhanced by resonant generation at either the EtI{ th) or the
Etx(hh) (£h refer 10 light hole) exciton in both two-photon and one-photon transitions in a single
GaAs QW. They expected that the biexciton formation of strong binding need the generation of
cold excitons (of low center-of-mass kinetic energy). This has been conformed in their experiment
which shows biexcitonic features in the photoluminescence spectrum of biexciton recombination
measured at 1,6K at injection densities several orders of magnitude lower than used before.

In this paper we have developed a theory of the direct creation of biexciton states by di-
rect absorption of two photons simultaneously in semiconductor QW structures. The TP transition
ratc^ have been analytically calculated for both parallel, sy/iTand perpendicular, EXZ photon po-
larizations (z is the growth axis and f is the photon polarization vector) adopting a parabolic and
isotropic 2-bund model. To provide a complete theory of both TPA and OPA processes in QW
we have calculated the transition rates of exciton TPA, interband TPA and also exciton and inter-
band OPA. The different types of the transition matrix elements in each process are investigated
analytically and numerically. The biexciton matrix element has been computed using a more accu-
rate six-parameter variational wave function of Brinkman et al.w. A numerical estimation for the
case of Go As QW shows that the BTPA coefficient for f//* and elz, a1-® (biex) and a™ (Wei),
(xy means in the xy plane of QW), are 3 and 4 orders of magnitude larger than BTPA coefficient,
a^ibiex) in bulk GaAs. This enhancement is found to arise from the spatial confinement of the
QW. We have shown also that the biexciton transition rate dominates the other transition processes
in GaAa QW. The main contribution to this increase of the biexction rate is interpreted as due to
the resonance effect and the different structures of the momentum matrix elements involved in each
process.

2. ONE-PHOTON TRANSITIONS IN QW

1. Interl>and transitions

From first order perturbation theory the one-photon transition rate in QW has the form

,orei) = *l(-L-) \Ao\
2

h l ' ' '

1kft(Ec(n,k) -£„("',*) -Aw) (1)

where < ik(n,&)J£ -pJiMn'.i) > is the allowed interband momentum matrix element between
the functions ipc = (j>c

n(zc) ue(r) and V>, = #>(*«)u»(lJ> w h e r e # ; (# ; ) is the *-wave function
of rah (n'th) conduction (valence) subband with the corresponding Bloch functions uc and uu. O
is the QW surface area.

Peforming the integration we get for the OP transition rate per unit surface area

— - B, ̂ (2)

where
2 4 v2 ti' e2 N

and 6C= / j * ^ and £„= f&\, alc t n e quantized energies of the conduction and valence subbands
with the principle quantum numbers n and rt, respectively. E, is the bulk band gap, ^ is the
reduced mass of the conduction and valence bands along the z-axis, © is a unit step function and
k is the static dielectric constant.

The transition rate of Eq,(2) is polarization dependence only through the interband matrix
element where a step occurs (due to the two dimensional structure 1]) in correspondence to new
allowed subband-to-subband transition as a function of ihe photon energy hu.

2. Excitonic transitions

The exciton wave function in QW can be approximated by n (for zero centre-of-mass-
motion wave vector)

Vtx(*t,2h,Lt>Zh) ~ ^ u<-lt ~th) <t>t*Ut) <KrfUh) UcCl.) uu(rj,) (3)

which is a superposition of Bloch states for the electron (with position vector r,.) in the conduction
band and the hole (with posi tion vector r^) i n the valence band with the enve lope fu nction s tj>tn and
<t>hi< • U(tt — IA) 'S the two dimensional exciton envelope function which represents the relative
motion along the xy plane.

From Eqs.(2) and (3) we obtain for the OP transition rate to exciton final state

(4)
where

M2=< uc|e-g| < >< M»t)\
and Et = E9+ £e n

2 + Ch n'2 is the quantized band gap, uj is the Bloch function of the valence

band along z- axis, E\x is the exciton binding energy and ii'x is the exciton reduced mass for the

motion along z-axis.

The one-photon exciton transition rate, Eq.(3), leads to a final 1S exciton state for ener-
gies before the band edge. Above the edge the behaviour of the transition rate, W( l)(ex) is similar

(band).



3. TWO-PHOTON TRANSITIONS IN QWs

1. Interband transitions

In second order perturbation theory the probability of transition for an electron from
the valence to the conduction bands by simultaneous absorption of two photons of energies hwi
and ft ui2 is (adopting a 2-band model where the intermediate band is one of the valence or the
conduction subbands)

-
— Jd2k

- Ev(n,k) - (5)

where the operator VM exchanges 1 and 2. Eq.(5) includes a product of interband and intraband
matrix elements.

Performing ihe k integration in Eq.(5) we obtain for the TP transition rate per unit surface

area of the QW and for equal photon energies (ftwi = huji = ftw) and equal photon polarizations

(£1 =£2 = £ ) •

For ej(z (along the growth axis z)

-£v n'2) (6)

where

& =

For this polarization configuration the intraband matrix element takes the form

As a result, the selection rule dictates that transition should occur only between any two subbands
whose quantum numbers differ by an integer (An = odd) where the matrix elements couple only
bands of different parity. A step in Wm (band) occurs corresponding to each subband-to-subband
transition with odd A n.

For e*l z we obtain (in the zy plane)

(7)

where

ft - n 3 fc2 and

In this case the momentum matrix elements are nonvanishing only when the valence and conduc-
tion bands have the same quantum numbers (An = 0) where the intraband matrix element is &
dependent. The transition rate grows as a function of hui and has a discontinuous derivative for
each transition with A n = 0. Furthermore, W^ (band) has a linear dependence with respect to
ftw, which is due to fc-dependence of the intraband matrix element. The onset of the absorption
occurs at lower energies as compared with the £//Fcase.

2. Exciton transitions

The two-photon transition rate per unit ft to a final exciton state takes the form.

For Sj jz

1 2

where
a'tI e* N2

E*x) (2fiw < EG)
(8)

\dz

This matrix element includes two changes in parity one appear in < uc|p, |u J > and the other parity

change occurs in the subband function < <pe\f-t Uu >.

Fore"! z

|2 (2ftw - E, - ^ + £ t ) x

n2)
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where
277T6 e* N2

and

k2

is the exciton reduced mass in the xy plane. The parity changes in Eq.(9) occur in be Ji

\& Uth\r) .

From Eqs.(8) and (9) and their matrix elements M5 and Mt one can deduce that for
ef/zthe. subband selection rule is An = odd and the envelope function Uth in Ms is nonzero only
for S series exciton at energies below the edge. The TPA edge occur at the energy of 1S exciton
associated with the first electron and the second Ih subbands. At energies above the band edge
a step in the transition rate occurs with decreasing values as a function of the photon energy, hu
corresponding to each pail of subband transition.

On the other hand, for e l z the subband selection rules is A n = 0 and derivative of U,h
in Mb is nonzero only for P series excitons, for hu below the band edge. The TPA edge occur
at the energy of 2 P exciton associated with the first electron and the first hh subbands through
a 1S exciton as an intermediate state in both cases. The transition rate has a linear dependence
with respect to the photon energies above the band edge which is due to the ^-dependence of the
intraband matrix element included in this process.

3. Biexciton transitions

From second order perturbation theory, the probability for two electron to make transi-
tions from the ground state % (energy Eo) to a biexciton state 4*e (energy EB) via an intermediate
exciton state *¥tz (energy Etz) by absorbing two photons in QW is given by

moc

BCI -Eo-

- Eg - (10)

The hiexciton state can, similar to the exciton states, be constructed from the superposition of the
Blo^h functions of two electrons in the conduction band and two holes in the valence band with
their envelope functions <j>t and fa and the biexciton envelope function * (r, r', fi)

(11)

where
and

The function <1> must satisfy the symmetry condition such that the biexciton wave function changes
sign with the interchange of positions of two electrons or two holes.

Substituting from Eq.(11) into (10) and performing the integration we obtain, for the

biexciton TPA rate per unit surface area and for h wi = hu>2 = hu ~ Ecx and £j = £2 = e.

Fore1//*1

(2/sw< EG)
EB

(12)

where

Cl m<0 d2

MI = Ms with P, replaces p r which is the total momentum operator of the two electrons.

r = J dR J drlHr)<SHr,O,B) (13)

and Eg = E s + £t -r? + 6 h n'2 — Eb
B, with Eh

B as the biexciton binding energy.

For£*_L t

(2hw < Eg)
(2hui>EB-EB) (14)

where

8
2 7

 ff«
m*

and Ms ~ Ms with PT (total momentum operator of the two electrons) replaces pz.

The genera! behaviour of the BTPA rates for both polarization configurations is the same
as for the ETPA rates for energies above the band edge. At energies below the band edge the
biexciton state occurs at the low-energy side of the hh 15 exciton state of energy separation nearly
equal to its binding energy 5 . This biexciton state is assigned as hh biexciton since its binding
energy depends on the ratio of effective masses of its carriers, which fa\ curs the biexciton binding'.

In order to determine W^Hbiex) we need to calculate |f|2 from Eq.(13). Hanamura3 in
his calculation in bulk semiconductors took the envelope function <l>(r,0,fl) ~ t/(r) [/(0) g(J$
wherep(£) describes the relative motion of the two holes. By approximating ;j(£) by the hydrogen-
like wave functions, he obtains \T\2 ~ 103. But the true wave function should deviate from this
form since the ground state is rather harmonic oscillator-like than hydrogen-like. We thus take



a more accurate form for <I>(iti',£) used by Brinkman, Rice and Bell l0 in their calculation of
binding energy of the biexciton. Therefore, by adopting a six-parameter variational wave function
employed in Ref. 10 we write for

(15)

with

f(W = (j)" e~R/A + C€~BR/A and

= 2 e - ( * ' + » ' ) / 2 cosh/?(£, - i 2 ) / 2

whe.e ifi( r) is the function of the electron-hole distances only and these distances are denoted by
the single index r. R refers to the hole-hole separation. The functions F(R) and ^i(r) are cho en
to be

(16)

(17)

with the definitions

h = k(Lch -ltk')> h ~

andr,,, = |r, — TJ,|; etc. where A, B,C, m, k,0 are the six variational parameters.

Hylleraas and Ore n in their original calculation used as trial wave function the form of
Eq.(17), this means that in their treatment both electrons and holes were identical. But by using the
wave function of Eq.( 15) the electrons and holes are going to be treated not identically.

We have calculated |P|2 from Eqs.(13), {15M17) by using the variational parameters
given by Ref.10 for cr = mtjmh = 0.5 we find \T |2 = 22 m).

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

We have performed a numerical estimation of the BTPA coefficients in GaAa QW in
both polarization configurations of the photons. We compared these values with the exciton and
interband TPA coefficients and exciton and interband OPA coefficients in GaAs QW, We also
calculated numerically the BTPA coefficient of bulk GaAs. The results arc summarized in Table
4. The numerical values of the momentum matrix elements appear in each process are given in
Table 3. Tables 1 and 2 give the band parameters and different effective and reduce masses needed
for the calculations. From Table 4 we can deduce that a<2) (biex) anda*.^(biex) in GaAs QW are
4 and 5 orders of magnitude bigger than a™ (biex) in bulk GaAa. This enhancement is interpreted
as due to the spatial confinement of the carriers in the QW. Moreover, the biexciton TPA process in

*} Our value of |F |2 calculated for a = 0.5 will not be much different from that of GaAs of average

a(= I (•*>-+ - ^ V of 0.45.

GaAs QW dominates the exciton and the interband TPA processes while it is comparable with the
exciton OPA process for the photon density mentioned. This behaviour is found to arise from the
resonant effect employed from the beginning and also from the structure of the different momentum
matrix elements involved in each process.

In conclusion we have introduced the direct generation of excitonic molecules by the de-
velopment of a theory of the two-photon transitions to biexciton in QW structure semiconductors.
We have analytically investigated the other TPA processes such as exciton and interband transitions
in QW to give a complete theoretical study of the two photon spectroscopy in QW structures. The
analytical forms and numerical values of the transition matrix elements in each process for both
photon polarizations are included. The biexciton matrix element has been calculated using the ac-
curate variational parameters wave function used by Brinkman et al.10. The numerical application
to GaAs QW support our belief that the biexciton TPA coefficient is enhanced over the other pro-
cesses either in QW or in bulk materials. The reason for this ehancement is interpreted as due to
both the resonance effect and the type of matrix elements in the first case and due to the carriers
confinement of the QW in the second one.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1 Biexciton and excilon energies for d = 100 A°.

Table 2 Effective and reduced masses in unit of mo.

Table 3 Numerical values for the square of the matrix elements.

Table 4 Numerical values of the TPA coefficients in GaAs QW for biexciton, exciton and inter-
band transitions and exciton OPA coefficient. The TPA coefficient for bulk GaAs is also
given. The following parameters have been used: N = 1015 cm"3, hw = 1.5494 eV,
d= 100 A0 audit = 12.22 16.
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Table 1

Biexciton Energy

EB(hh)

1.5498 9

(cV)

EB{,th) E%

1.5608 9 1.2 6

(eV) (meV)

EtI(hh)

1.551 9

(eV)

Exciton

EaUh)

1.562'
(eV)

Energy

El(hh)

13'"
(meV)

Eb
tx{th)

10'4

(meV)

Table 2

0.066 '5 0.34 !S 0.094 " 0.077 0.057 0.055 14 0.06 14
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Table 3

|M,|2

3.56 x 10-38

(erj gm)

Wz\2

3.5 x lO"35

(erg gin)

|Mj|2

9.49 x 10"38

(erggm)
2.56 x 10"23

(erg1 gm2)

Wt I2

2.84 x 10"25

(erg2 ffm2

Table 4

Biexciton TPA

a<2)(Me:r)

2.65 x 107

aifiltex)

2.07 x 10s

Interband TPA

a™ (band)

3.0 x 10-"

a^(bavd)

4 49 x 10-'

Exciton TPA

1.57 x 105

Exciton OPA

<xi])(ex)

1.01 x 1O7

4? (ex)

5.49 x 10*

Biex TPA (bulk)

af(biex)

1.92 x 103 (cm-1)
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